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Detection Technologies

This issue of Arms Control and Nonproliferation Technologies is
another in a series of issues about specific means for detecting and iden-
tifying proliferation and other suspect activities outside the realm of arms
control treaties. All the projects discussed are funded by the Office of
Research and Development of the Department of Energy's Office of
Nonproliferation and National Security.
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• Classifyingthe type of nuclear
weapon (for example,type A or

i__h__l_lpi_t_ type B)based one benchmarkedgamma-raycount rate from each

g_1_1_ _y d_t_t_ packagetype." • Chain-of-custody monitoring
based on the count rate for
identification as warheads are
moved from the field to disman-

MarkRowland This detector is designed not to tlement facilities.
LawrenceLivermoreNational indicate nuclear-weapon-design In the first scenario, the MCP
Laboratory information; it is incapable of identifies the nuclear weapon; in

measuringgamma-ray energies, the second, it also indicates the

Thus, the MCP gamma-ray type of weapon; and in the third,awrenceLivermore National detection mechanism is inher- the MCP nonintrusively tracks
Laboratory (LLNL) has designed ently nonintrusive, weapon movements.
and tested a prototypemicrochan- Detection sensitivity can be
nel plate gamma-ray detectorthat increased by adding more MCPs; Background
discriminatesspecial nuclear however, detector volume
material (SNM)or nuclear increasesonly insignificantly Recent history establishes a
weaponsfrom non-nuclear items, becausethe MCP has a density precedent for nuclear-detection-
The instrument is based on a advantage over a Geiger tube. based measurements and a moti-
leaded-glassmicrochannelplate Nominally, LLNL's prototype vation to develop the MCP detec-
(MCP) electron multiplier that detector contains a three-plate tor concept. For example, the
sensesgamma rays by counting stack of MCPs; the active working Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Compton-scatteredelectrons volume of the detector is about Forces (INF) Treaty contains a
formed in the microchannel plate. 100 times smaller than that of an provision for using a nonintrusive
Applications include chain-of- equally sensitive Geiger tube. instrument to map the radiation
custody weaponverificationand flux outside a nuclear-tipped mis-
weapon-componentdiversion Applications sile to verify that it does not con-
monitoring.This instrumentcounts tain more than one warhead. No
gamma rays but doesnot measure The microchannel plate gamma-ray detector was thought
their energy. It is hand-held,bat- gamma-ray detector is designed to be acceptable for the INF
tery-powered,and designed to sur- for nonintrusivedetection of phys- Treaty. Thus, the neutron detec-
vive temperatureextremes from ically obscured SNM, including tor instrument chosen was non-
about -20 to 50°C. nuclear weapons. Three example energy-resolving because both

applications are partiesto the treaty were con-
Highlights of ° Distinguishing between nuclear cerned that an energy-resolving
the prototype and non-nuclear weapons dur- detector might reveal sensitive

ing a cooperative inspection in informationaboutthe nuclear
The LLNL prototype detector which legitimate numbers of weapon. Evenconcepts that would

can discriminate SNM or nuclear each may be present. In this obfuscate the intrusive information
weapons. Measurements of scenario, the MCP identifies the contained in the data from the typi-
gamma sources and weapons number of nuclear and non- cal gamma-ray detector were met
demonstrate the concept, nuclear weapons, with skepticismbecause of the fear

of covertly recovering the intrusive
part of the data.
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It is theoretically possible to a scalable d#tector technology requirements will determine the
operate a Geigertube as a propor- with a volume-to-sensitivityratio required detectivity. The number
tional ion chamber and extract 100 times higher than that of a of MCPs necessary for a partic-
some energy resolution(which Geiger tube because it is a rela- ular scenario is likely to be three
would be intrusiveto a country)' tively dense honeycombof sensi- plates if the intent is to detect
however, the MCP cannot produce tive material. The measured sensi- nuclear materi_,lshielded no
energy resolutionbecause its gain tivity for a 1-in.-diameterby 4-in. morn than what is required for
depends on where,along the Geiger tube is approximately typical safety reasons. The detec-
tubule length,the gamma ray equal to a three-plate stack of tion of very heavily shielded
strikes.The large volume in the microchannelplates with total materials would require special
Geiger tube couldallow unambigu- dimensions of 0.1 in. thick by 1 in. measures to reduce the back-
ous charge collection thatcould be indiameter. With this advantage ground noise.
related to incident gamma-ray and miniaturizedelectronics, a
energy. In the case of the MCP, pocket-sizeddetector is practical Detector operation
the gain-producingstructures are to develop next. and performance
thousands of adjacent tubules less And finally, because not all
than one electron-mean-free path weapons emit neutrons, the MCP Operationally, an inspector
apart with a length that ensures detector offers an alternative to would carry the MCP instrument
nonproportionaloperation. If a the standard neutron detector, or (Figure2) to the object to be mea-
Compton electron traverses the it may complement the inspec- sured (such as a treaty-limited
tubule wall, then at least two tor's toolbox that already includes item), press the acquire button,
tubules will initiateamplified a neutron detector, andwait until the instrument is
charge collection. The advantage When a particular application ready for a background measure-
of the thick MCP detector is that or scenario is chosen for the ment. A background measure-
many tubules contribute random MCP detector, the combination ment would be acquired several
quantitiesof charge because of of scenario particulars, red- meters away from the treaty-
the random longitudinal locations teaming results, and treaty limited item or other object. The
from which the avalanche origi-
nates, thereby making it impracti-
cal to obtain energy resolution, - : : ..... i..
even at reduced bias. Figure 1 :
shows the concept.

A second motivation to develop /
the MCP detector is that not all /
nuclear materials offer an easily
measurable spontaneous source
of neutrons. , .

The MCP detector is designed
to overcome these limitations ._

because it has no inherent spec- "" --.--........
trometric capabilityand is there- .
fore not intrusive like the Geiger
tube, plastic scintillator, Nal- or

high-purityGe-based gamma-ray m Figure1.Gammaraysthat interactwith thetubulesare countedwhenthey
detectors. The issue of detectivity exitthe tubules.Theoutputsignalmagnitudedependson thelocationof the inter-
(the inverse of necessary mea- actionin the longitudinaldirection.
surement time for acceptable dis-
crimination) is addressedby using



(a) instrument then computes the sta- and Cs-137. They were held at a
tistical significance of the mea- 1-m distance to collect data. The
surement and reports the result two objectives were to compute
on the built-in paper printout detection times and to prove

......_._ device. Total count, statistical sig- there is no inherent spectral
nificance, date, and comments energy resolution.
are printed on the paper strip.The A signal-to-noise ratio of three
instrument is designed to function standard deviations was arbitrar-
inwarm and cold weather, and its ily chosen for a simple measure
functional battery life is expected of detectivity. In practice, the
to be a nominal working day. The instrument should be allowed to
complete prototype detector count for at least a minute and
weighs only 22 pounds (about half the user would rely on the statisti-
of which are batteries), which is cal significance reported on the
much less than the detector used paper printout as a guide for
for the INF Treaty. measurement reliability.

One MCP detector system To demonstratethe inherent
was fabricated and tested. Three nonintrusiveness(no spectral reso-

.... -_ :_-_-..... ---'---- radioactive sources were mea- lution)of the detector,MCP output

(b) sured at a 1-m distance, including amplitude spectrawere collected
background. This was compared with a multichannelanalyzer.
to Delta Rate Meter measure- Three radioactivesources were
ments (CMS, Inc., model MGS-2) chosen for their distinctspectral
and Geiger-counter measure- features to illustratethe lack of
ments (Eberline model E-120). spectralresolution in the MCP
The Delta Rate Meter (DRM), a detector.Cs-137 has a prominent
2-in.-thick by 5-in.-diam. sodium 662-KeVgamma ray,Co-60 has a
iodide gamma-ray detector, was 1.1-and a 1.3-MeVgamma ray,
includedin the comparisonbecause and Ba-133 has a variety of
it is somewhat common. The gamma-rays about as diverse
DRM instrument was designed as a plutoniumspectrum.

, with a very high sensitivity to aid The data shown in Figure 3 (a
ina blind search for a radioactive and b) are Co-60 compared with
source. The DRM is considered Ba-133 and Cs-137 compared
highly intrusive in a treaty- with Co-60. Both plots have linear

• Figure2. (a) TheMCPgamma-ray motivated, nuclear-weapon iden- horizontal and vertical scales,
detectorcountsgammaraysnonintru- tification scenario because it has and the data have been scaled to
sively, computes theirstatisticalsig- inherent energy resolution, account for integral count differ-
nificance,and logsresultsin realtime The Geiger tube was attached ences, so any relative plot differ-
ona printout.Thehand-held,battery- to an Eberline counter model ences may be seen. The vertical
poweredinstrumentis designedto E120 and has about the same scale is the count plotted against
survivetemperature extremesin the sensitivity as the prototype MCP the amplitude of pulses from the
field.(b)Its detectorelementisinside gamma-ray detector. MCP detector. This pulse ampli-theinstrument.

The radioactive gamma-ray tude normally would correspond
sources were nominally 60 micro- to the gamma-ray energy, but
Curie activities of Ba-133, Co-60, because the detector has no

energy resolution, the scale is
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difficult to calibrate. Instead, the as a "channel hot spot," meaning Note that tl_ere is no significant
amplifier and MCP bias were there is a low-electron emission spectral difference among the
adjusted so that every pulse work function about two-thirds of three data curves and certainly no
amplitude created was recorded, the way up the potential well, photopeak structure anywhere.
The two plots demonstrate there inside this particular MCP. Hot Without photopeak structure sensi-
is no distinct difference in the spots do not affect the intended tivity, the instrument is only capa-
MCP detector response for even detector operation because a ble of sensing that something
large differences in input gamma- background measurement occurs is radioactive.
ray spectrum, with each unknown item inspec- An Oralloy (no plutonium)

The "S" shaped feature on the tion, and the detector's electron- nuclear weapon also was
right third of each plot is known ics integrate the entire spectrum, measured to verify that it was

detectable at a reasonable dis-

tance. The weapon included a
(a) (b) nominal amount of mock high

explosive and some steel, in a
substantial aluminum and polyeth-
ylene package. For this measure-
ment, the distances were a maxi-

. mum of 2 m. In all cases, the

•. detection times were very short,
• on the order of a few seconds. The

'" co '_.,_ cs
,,._;.,.. .-,,_,_,.,=,_._ .,:'-. detectivity for plutonium-bearing

Ba _'-_:_,.......-'__ Co "_'_"_--':_ weapons is higher, since pluto-

Pulseam )litude nium has a faster decay rate.

II Figure3. No distinctenergy differenceis discernibleand informationcontentsare
equivalent in ampfitudespectra collected with a multichannelanalyzer for radioactive
sources: (a) Co-60 comparedwith Ba-133and (b) Cs-137compared withCo-60.



their energy in the scintillator would
be recorded. Thus, the sum of the

ieid neutron proton-recoil signals would yieldthe energy spectrum for the inci-

spectrometer dent neutrons.Two features of this approach
are important for field applications:
(1) the excellent rejection of all non-
neutron backgrounds (by subtrac-

Roger Byrd As useful as these scans are tion of random coincidences) and
Los Alamos National Laboratory to identify specific gamma rays (2) an internal energy-calibration

associated with particular nuclear signal (from the reaction products
materials, they may not be appro- of the capture reaction).

he technology of boron- priate in cooperative inspectionsloaded scintillators, origi- because they may divulge infor- Operation
nally developed by Los Alamos mation about structures and
and the Bicron Corporation for materials in the nuclear weapons. In the expected operation of a
space applications, combines the In contrast to intrusive gamma- portable field detector, software
excellent background rejection of ray measurements, neutron spec- options would allow simultaneous
neutron-capture reactions with the tra indicate little more than the data accumulation in three modes.
information content of neutron presence of a fission source and • The high-selectivity "spectral"
interactions in a plastic scintillator, some suggestion about its type and mode uses the two-pulse coinci-
The goal of the Field Neutron the surrounding materials. As a dence to accept only absorbed
Spectrometer project is to develop result, the comparison between fast neutrons in the fission energy
and demonstrate a portable sur- neutron measurements and bench- range from 0.5 to 15 MeV.
vey instrument for identifying marks is a possible approach for
nuclear weapons and materials, identifying nuclear weapons.

Introduction The technology
n

Spectroscopic scans for pene- When a fast neutron is
trating neutron and gamma-ray absorbed in boron-loaded plastic
radiation are the most common (see Figure 1), it produces a char-
ways of locating, identifying, and acteristic sequence of two pulses.
characterizing nuclear weapons The first pulse occurs when the
or nuclear material. Some postu- neutron bounces off (or "scatters"
lated inspection activities often from) a proton at a large angle and
include both radiation types transfers most of its energy to the ® Neutron 8_ors
because there is no single conve- recoiling proton. The second pulse _) Neutroncapture
nient way to disguise both radia- occurs after repeated scattering of

tion signatures. Heavy, dense the neutron slows it down enough • Figure 1. Schematic of the scatter-
materials shield gamma rays, to be captured by the boron. If a and-capture mechanism used in a
whereas bulky, hydrogenous detector's electronics are designed boron-loaded scintiflator to select
materials shield neutrons, to require this two-pulse coinci- only the neutrons that deposit all their

I dence, only those fast neutrons energy in the detector. The proton-
that have deposited essentially all recoil pulses produced by the scatter-

, ing of these neutrons provide the
spectrum of their incident energies.

i
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• The "neutron" mode mimics a analyzed several measurements,
conventional neutron-capture made with a prototypedetector,
counter by requiring only the from mockupsof nuclearweapons.

II Cooperative nuclearcapture pulse, which provides Figure2, a sample of our data,
additional count rate by including demonstrates the expected differ- weapon inspections
low-energyscattered neutrons, ence in slope betweena standard

• The high-sensitivity "radiation" spontaneousfission source (call- could benefit from a new
mode counts all pulses, including fornium)and a sample of nuclear
neutrons at all energies and weapon material (plutonium). scintillator technology

Compton-scattered gamma rays. Although the difference may be thatprovides energy
In practice,surveyinga site for smaller for well-shieldedweapons,

radioactivematerials could initially the additionalmaterialsand struc- spectra for fission neu-
use the high-sensitivityradiation tures should provide their own dis-
mode and then focus on the more- tinguishingspectral features, trons and count rates for
selectiveneutronand spectral Further measurementsand calcu- gamma rays and low-
modesto provide confirmationat lationswill be needed to develop
close range. An optional enhance- automated discriminationalgo- energy neutrons.
ment of the field neutronspectrom- rithms for various applications,
eter instrumentcould improvethe but the approach is very promis-
search1capabilityby using a multi- ing for distinguishing different
element version of the scintillator sources of neutrons.
to measurethe countingrate in dif-

ferent directions. An asymmetric o
countingrate could indicate the
presenceof a radiationsource,as -1 -

Converted fission spectra
opposed to an isotropicback- (logarithmic flux x E-1/2)
ground,and provide an accurate -2 _O

directionand estimateddistance _11
for the source.This concept was _ -3= Ldeveloped by meansof computer =
simulationsand has been verified o -4 w

by measurementswith a prototype =_ -5 I - •
detector; it is also the subjectof a
patent application. _ -6 -

¢: •

Status o "" •0 •(3 -7 - ",,, ]

• Cf source • • •0"41_, /
In the Field Neutron -8 - • Pu source • "',

t

Spectrometerprogram'sfirst year ""

of fundingby DOE,the instru- -9 _- • j""ment's front-end electronicshave -10 J l I I I I J I I J I J I I I I I I
been designed, and the hardware 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
and software for the data-acquisi- Neutron energy (MeV)

tion system are on order. Existing II Figure 2. Comparison of measured energy spectra for a laboratory neutron
computer programsare being source (californium) and nuclear material (plutonium). We have converted the dis-
adapted to model the neutron and tributions to logarithmic form by dividing by the square root of the neutron energy;
gamma-ray responses of the the lines show theoretical predictions.
instrument.To providea data base
of weapon signatures,we have



The speed of sound
increases from 300 m/s at the

emotelyobserved base of the thermosphere (analtitude of 90 km) to 500-900 m/s

Sllmna_uresm_. at the top (250 km). This serves toreflect sound waves back toward
the ground, where they are again
reflected. For far-infrasound
waves (periodsof 30 to 300 s),

A. R.Jacobson be significantly reduced or cor- these multiple ricochets constitute
LosAlamosNationalLaboratory rupted by even very simple civil- the ground-thermosphere wave-

engineering measures such as guide (GTW). Since the early
within a thick-walled vault. Thus, 1970s,the GTW has been known

Q emotely observed signa- to complement our existing sen- to convey, over global distances,tures in the thermosphere sor systems, it is timely to con- forensically relevant far-infrasound
of explosive releases (ROSTER) sider developing relatively cheap, signals from explosions. Whereas
is a remote-sensing system alternative remote-sensingsys- at ground level the far-infrasound
being developed at Los Alamos tems designed to look at other natural background level is usu-
National Laboratory to detect detonation signatures that are ally too high (1 to 100#bar), it is
low-yield nuclear detonations. It not susceptible to such conceal- extremely quiet at ionospheric
could provide the basis for a ment measures, heights, where almost the entire
future network of remote sensors natural background is confined
for detecting clandestine, low- Background to longer-period waves (300 to
yield tests in violation of Nuclear 3000 s). Moreover, the relative
Non-Proliferation Treaty. Toward this end, Los Alamos is overpressure of far-infrasound

developing a remote-sensing sys- waves is naturallyamplified by a
Introduction tem, called ROSTER, to detect, factor of 10,000 between sea

locate, and time explosions with level and 200 km, and the relative
The problem of detecting clan- yields of 0.1 to 10 kilotons (kt). overpressure is what matters for

destine, proliferant nuclear tests The physical principle behind this detection. These two considera-
remains a technical challenge system is that explosions gener- tions motivate us to detect and
despite three decades of develop- ate long-periodacoustic waves, characterize far-infrasound signa-
ment of sensors for remotely which, upon reaching the upper tures at the top of the GTW by
sensing nuclear detonations. This atmosphere, stretch to still longer using a radio remote-sensing
is because our present sensors periods and come to occupy a technology with sensitivity and reli-
are optimized to detect signatures spectral range that is extremely ability that have been substantially
of powerful, efficient, and sophisti- "quiet" in terms of the competing improved during the last decade.
cated devices. It is likely, how- geophysical background. The
ever, that early efforts by prolifer- acoustic output of explosions in ROSTER development
ant countries will be low-yield the range of 0.1 to 10 kt cannot
tests of very inefficient, unsophis- be feasibly concealed, and in this The ROSTERscheme,shown
ticated devices. Moreover, signa- sense, it is unlike the signature in Figure 1, is adapted to detect
tures of small nuclear devices can outputs currently detected by our explosive releasesat all explosion

operational nonseismic sensors, heights betweenshallow-buried
and the upper atmosphere

D Arms Control and Nonproliferation • Third/Fourth Quarters 1993
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because all such events feed a , Ground-thermosphere

calculable fraction of their hydrody- _ waveguide(GTW)
namic energy into the GTW. The ...... ' "_"
lower altitudes are particularly use- t ,"
ful for the nonproliferation-treaty _ _ _ "Ionosphere
regime and for remote sensing.

We have proved the principle
of using astronomical radio VHFreceiver
sources for remote sensing of far- Clandestine arraymeasures "
infrasound waves in the upper explosion totalelectron /
atmosphere (see Figure 2). content'(
Although our ultimate deployed
system would use satellite- = Figure 1. An exp/osion generates far-infrasound waves that are a/temate/y
beacon radio sources and simple, refracted in the upper atmosphere's thermoc/ine and reflected at the Earth's sur-
dedicated, ground-based receiver face. The resu/ting ground-thermosphere wE_veguide(GTW) conveys the waves
stations, we are presently using to a remote radio-interferometer array, where they can be detected as ionos-
the very large array (VLA) radiote- pheric e/ectron-density perturbations.
lescope system to perform an

interim proof-of-principle study. Directionof propogation
The technical goals of this interim
study are (1) to determine the
sensitivity of the instrument and,
more important, (2) to determine
the natural geophysical back-
ground "noise" in the far-infra-

sound spectral window. Our initial gthresults tend to validate our con-

cept of detecting and characteriz-
ing explosions in a noncoopera-
tive, proliferation regime, in which
yield and evasion scenarios would
be a problem for existing national
technical means sensors.

More recently, we have concen-
trated on designing, building, field-
ing, and operating our own radio-
receiver interferometer array,
which will make use of the bea- w

cons of several existing geosta-
tionary satellites. We now have = Figure 2. ROSTERis based on remote sensingof ionosphericwaves. Consider
eight array stations, four at fixed threeantennas allaimed at the same satelfiteand receivingthe same radio signal

fromit. Since the satelliteis very far away (- 104 km) compared to the distance to the
sites near Los Alamos, and four ionosphere (~102 kin), thelines of sight from the antennas are approximatelyparal-
near explosive sources of interest, lel. Now, assume an upper-atmosphericfar-infrasound waveas a moving wave-like
During the next two years, we will modulation(theshaded region). Each antenna's received radiosignal undergoesa
use one of the la,ler to character- phase shift, modulatedby the passage of the wave, and thisphase shift occurs
ize the plume of the space shut- sequentiallyat the three antennasas the wavepasses by. Witha two-dimensional
tle's main-engine burn, which will array on the ground, we can thus deduce the horizontal trace velocityvector of the
provide a convenient t,gstof the wavefrom this sequenceof phase shifts.
radio-interferometer's f_r-infra-

sound remote-sensing capabilities.



Unlike the eight-station array, two occasions (in June 1989 and Explosive Test Site. Figure 3
the VLA cannot be moved similarly June 1991) to detect infrasound at shows the difference in total nlec-
into the path of explosive infra- ionospheric heights arising from tron content versus time on a 6-km,
sound. However, it was used on explosions at the Permanent High north-south baseline looking at a

source near zenith in June 1991.

The 70-s burst is easily distin-
guishable from the background

" noise at similar frequencies. The
calculated trace velocity agreed
perfectly with the direction of the
explosion hypercenter.

O
U

= Future worko

® The transition from astronomi-
*, cal radio sources to satellite bea-9
.=_ cons will allow ROSTER to oper-
8 ate relocatable detection arrays,
_, rather than being merely occa-

__ sional users of a radiotelescope
array. Should the ROSTER
detection results continue to be

technically encouraging, these
arrays could be, in several years,

14 70 s =l the basis for a global detection
t _ network capable of monitoring

low-yield explosions. The number
i • Figure 3. Example of baseline-differenced total-electron-content perturbation of arrays is likely to be on the

recorded in data from the very large array following a chemical explosion, order of 10, lying at low latitudes
and distributed in longitude.

Arms Control and Nonproliferation Technologies • Third/Fourth Quarters 1993



Laboratories, provides the NDS
sensors.Together with othersen-

' uclear detonation sors on other satellite platforms,as well as seismic and other net-

detection system on works that monitorundergroundtests, the U.S. maintainsa com-

the llPS satellites plete capability for monitoringtestsin all environments.
It is well known that nuclear

explosions in the atmosphereor in
space are characterized by certain

PaulR.Higbie EnergyCommission,a predeces- physical signalsmlight, gamma
LosAlamosNationalLaboratory sor of the Departmentof Energy. rays, x rays, and neutrons--asNormanK. Blocker
SandiaNationalLaboratories The Vela payload was based on well as secondary effects resulting

considerableexperienceobtained from the interactionsof these pri-
from developing measurement mary forms of energy output with
instrumentsfor rocketsflown dur- the atmosphere. Measurement of

B he Global Positioning ing the Dominic high-altitude the output of a possible nuclearSystem/Nuclear Detonation nuclear tests (April to November event, using instrumentssensitive
Detection System (GPS/NDS) 1962). The first Velasatellitewas to different phenomena, helps to
contributes to the United States' launched on October 17, 1963. discriminate between a nuclear
capability for detecting and identi- Today, the nuclear threat against detonation and natural phenom-
fying the occurrence of an atmos- the U.S. is of a different nature, ena, such as lightning.GPS/NDS
pheric or exoatmospheric nuclear but the nuclear test monitoring thus uses multiple sensing mecha-
explosion---either a test by an requirements remain. Whereasthe nisms to increasethe probability
emerging nuclear power, or actual nuclear testing by the Soviet Union of detection and to reduce the
weapon used in combat. Systems was the threat during the Cold probability of a false alarm.
such as the GPS/NDS, using War, today a principal concern is
diverse means to detect signals with the diffusionof nuclearcapa- X-ray monitoring systems
characteristic of nuclear explo- bility to other nations. Morethan
sions, are thus essential to ever, the U.S. needsto maintain a Figure 1 shows an x-ray instru-
nationalsecurity interests, capability for detecting nuclear ment from a GPS Block I satellite,

tests anywhere in the world, a simple sensordesigned to mea-
Introduction Part of the U.S. capability is sure the intenseburst of x rays

provided by the GPS/NDS.The from an exoatmosphericdetona-
When PresidentKennedy and fact that the GPS satellitescan tion of a nuclearweapon. Because

ChairmanKhrushchevsigned the detect nuclear detonations has such a burst would occur in less
LimitedTest BanTreaty (LTBT) on never been classified, but it has than 1 microsecond,sensorsmust
August5, 1963,one of the condi- not been well advertised either, monitor for such an event continu-
tionswas that each party to the The GPS/NDS, like its Vela prede- ously. Should such an event occur,
treatycould use its own technical cessor, is a joint program between data from all the satellitesobserv-
meansto monitor testing in the the Air Force and the Department ing it would be transmittedto
atmosphereor in space. On the of Energy. The Air Force provides ground terminals for processing.
U.S. side, this technical means the GPS satellites and operates
was provided by the Vela satel- the system, while DOE, through its
lites, which were developedjointly Sandia and Los Alamos National
by the Air Force and the Atomic



Because x raysfrom a nuclear Twenty-foursatellitesoperate thresholdso that the dosecan be
detonationwould travel outward forcomplete coverage in the GPS measuredfor a certain rangeof
from the event in a spherical shell constellation; 21 of them carry equivalent radiationshielding.
expanding at the speed of light, x-ray instruments.The other three The background instrument
the location of the event can be carry special instrumentsfor mea- interfaces to the spacecraft in an
determined from accurate timing suring natural particlefluxes in the identical manner to that of the
information provided by each VanAllen radiationbelts through x-ray sensors, making the two
responding satellite. Measurement which the satellitespass. This interchangeable as far as the
of the time differences of arrival of backgroundinformation is impor- spacecraft is concerned. Besides
x rays at four or moresatellites tant to ensure proper interpretation providing information for interpre-
permits calculation of the time of of data from the x-ray and other tation of other sensor data and on
the event and its spatial coordi- sensors.The essential difference satellite radiation dose, the back-
nates.This is essentially the is that the background monitor ground sensors provide valuable
reverse of the navigation problem operatescontinuously, providing scientific information by measur-
(the better-knownmission of the copious amounts of data--which ing, at least crudely, a region of
GPS network), in which a receiver of course are not desired from the the magnetosphere not otherwise
at a fixed point receives accurate x-ray sensors.Figure 2 shows the routinely investigated. Data from
time marks from several satellites head of a Block Ibackground this instrument also aid in the
to determine its location. In addi- instrument. Holes in a composite investigation of any anomalous
tion to location and time, the sen- dome allowflux samplingover one behavior of equipment of the
sor measuresthe intensityof the x hemispherewhile reducing the GPS satellites or other satellites
rays impingingon it, and the com- backgroundfluxes of energetic in the same space environment.
binationof the data can be used to electrons to acceptable counting-
estimate the yield of the device ratelevels. A filter at the bottom of Optical and
that was detonated, each hole providesan energy radio-frequency

monitoring systems

An optical radiometer
developedby Sandia National
Laboratories,called a bhangmeter,
records signals from nuclearexplo-
sions in the atmosphere. The most
prominent featurefrom an atmos-
pheric nuclear explosion is the
fireball, whose light intensity, as it
appears to a distant observer,
undergoesfluctuations that result
in two distinct peaks. Detectionof
these peaks is criticalto identifying
the event as a nuclearexplosion.
The bhangmeter is a nonimaging
radiometerthat continuouslymoni-
tors the full earth disk for these

I! FigureI. Thex-rayinstrumentfor theBlockI GPSsatellites.A dome-shaped double-peakedsignals. When a
filter reducesthefluxofparticlespassingthroughit and therebyreducesthe flash of light within its field of view
backgroundnoise.Dualsensorsbehindthefilterprovideredundancy, exceeds a preset level and exhibits

othercharacteristicsof a nuclear
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explosion signal, the bhangmeter this procedure provide an end-to- magnetic field to produce an
triggers and records the optical end test of all the processing func- electromagnetic pulse (EMP).
intensity history, tions involved in calculating satel- The GPS satellites carry special-

Bhangmeters, like other optical lite positions and correcting timing ized antennae and electronics to
instruments on earth-orbiting data. Data sets from different detect and measure the EMP from
satellites, respond to many sig- satellites are combined to evalu- a nuclear detonation.
nals that have nothing to do with ate the location capability of the Together, these multiple detec-
nuclear explosions. The most sig- optical sensors, tion systems provide a significant
nificant of these is reflected sun- Finally, a nuclear explosion enhancement of the U.S. capabil-
light from the earth. A fully sunlit also results in the generation of ity to detect any nuclear explosion,
earth disk illuminates the sensor intense radio waves, which arise including a weapons test by an
with more than 10,000 times the from energized electrons (Compton emerging nuclear power. So long
intensity seen from some nuclear currents) produced by the interac- as such tests remain a possibility,
explosions. Therefore, the slowly tion of the bomb's radiation with systems like the GPS/NDS are
varying signal from earth-reflected the atmosphere. The Compton vital to national security.
sunlight is suppressed electroni- currents are turned by the Earth's
cally to permit the sensor to detect
a much dimmer but fast-rising

signal from a nuclear explosion, i !'_:"_,i
Transient false-alarm signals can i'

result from lightning, an event that •
occurs many thousands of times •
each day over the earth, and from
sun glints off water surfaces. •

False signals can also result when •
high-energy particles strike the • Q-
bhangmeter's detector elements.

The bhangmeter is designed to •
reject these false triggers, thereby • •
maintaining a high probability of
detection of atmospheric ,_
nuclear explosions.

Calibration of GPS satellite _
bhangmeters is accomp' _,led by
using a ground-based ruby laser
system located at Sandia (see
cover illustration). GPS clocks at
the laser site accurately time-tag
the fast-rising laser pulses, and • Figure 2. Four domes of the background instrument. Holes surrounded by
the bhangmeter system aboard thick material allow the flux to be sampled over a hemisphere at a counting rate
the satellite records their times of that can be conveniently handled by the electronics. A hemispherical filter inside
arrival. The data obtained from each dome defines an energy threshold for the particles entering the holes. Thus,

four energy channels can be defined for the dose measured by the instrument.



implement the standard are being
developed. One version is written

_blic key d_t_ in ANSI-compliant C, and the" other implements the digital sig.

aulho_ltication fo_ nature algorithm in assembly lan-guage on a Motorola DSP56001

complia_H_ce mo_lito_i_l_g microprocessor, which offers bet-ter performance and protection of
all secret parameters stored on a
custom memory board.

The validation process of the
TimothyJ.Draelosand Becauseof the public-keynature treaty data authentication system
VictoriaHamilton of the system's algorithm,data involves three important tasks:SandiaNationalLaboratories

may be sent to multiple recipients • Verifying that the received pub-
withouteither compromisingthe lic key, station identifier, and
accuracyof the data or allowing other parameters to be used in

D onitoring arms control and the sender to be impersonated, the validation process are valid.nonproliferation requires The system can be embedded ° Verifying that previously
data to verify compliance with within an authenticated data- received frames are not substi-
agreements. In some monitoring communicationsubsystemthat tuted for the current frame.
scenarios, equipment is deployed providestransparent data authenti- ° Validating the digital signature
in foreign and possibly hostile cationand communications, of the message.
environments and left unattended therebyconcealing the detailsof The system's signature-
for long periods. Data acquired by secureauthenticationand commu- generation process involves
such remote stations is v_dnerable nicationand enforcingauthentica- accepting a message of arbitrary
to tampering during transmission tion on all communicateddata.The length and computing its 4iq!tal
or transportationto the user. systemhas beendesigned accord- signature, which must accon_pany
Public-keydata authentication by ing to the NISTsecurity guidelines the message. A header consisting
means of a digital signature algo- for cryptographicmodules, of a frame count, the public key, a
rithm assures the user that the station identifier, and an alarm
data havenot been modifiedafter System overview status is appended to the mes-
they were produced by the moni- sage prior to authentication. This
toring system, and it identifies and This data-authentication sys- header serves as a certified piece
verifies the origin of the data. tem is being developed for use in of information.An importantaspect

We have developeda public- compliance mol_itoring.This sys- of the signature-generatlon func-
key treaty data authenticationsys- tem has the capability to "sign" tion is the ability to destroy all
tem basedon the National Institute and "validate" data and to protect secret information, such as the
of Standardsand Technology secret parameters used in the private key, upon activation of a
(NIST) digital signaturestandardto signing process. It implements tamper signal. If the private key is
support compliance monitoring.It the NIST's digital signature stan- destroyed, data will continue to
can be used to authenticate digital dard to authenticate the source be authenticated by means of a
data of arbitrarycontentand size. and integrity of data. Two ver- backup key. Thus, an adversary

sions of the software needed to cannot use tampering to deny
information to another user.
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Software products portable software routines that a special-purpose processor that
users may call to execute signa- is the core computational element

Four softwarepackages have ture generation, signature valida- of the authentication system,
been developed to serve various tion, and data protection, provides high-speed implementa-
layers of the authentication The Digital Signature Algorithm tion. A treaty data authentication
process, rangingfrom a librarythat Software Library will provide the system suitable for remote deploy-
isolatesthe user from the details of routines necessary to perform the ment has been developed that
authenticationto a library of core digital signature _lgorithm: multi- includes a host 80x86 family
mathematicalroutines necessary pie-precision modular arithmetic, processor board and a DSP56001
for authentication, secure hashing, and data processor board with an accom-

The authenticateddata commu- protection, panying data-protection daughter
nicationssubsystem,the highest The Key Management Software board. In addition, an ANSI-C
level product, providestransparent Librarywill provide generationof portable version of the system is
authenticationand communication cryptographicparameters and under development and will be
services.It can act as a data secu- database managementof parame- capable of running on any plat-
rity barrier, enforcingauthentica- ters for multipletreaty data authen- form that supports a C compiler.
tion operationson all incomingand ticationsystem installations. Communications available in the
outgoing data. Hiding the authen- system include asynchronous
tication and communications Implementation communications via standard
issues from the user allows cer- and performance COM ports, and HDLC commu-
tain security measurements to be nications via a dedicated
enforced and controlled within a The digitalsignature algorithm processor board. Figure 1
single subsystem, involvesmodulararithmetic opera- shows a typical configuration of

The User Interface Core tions on large multiple-precision the system in a compliance-
Software Library will contain integers.The MotorolaDSP56001, monitoring scenario.

TDAM

Data
Authentlm_edeompllm_cedata, ADCS analysis Data

Data Imdy!ll
acquisition ADCS centers

CommandAuthentl(_Mdcommands ADCS
TDAM entry

Command
TDAM mm_s'

DPM

DPM

betaA_ System

_DtB AulhonticMion Module

(hold=prlvstekey)

B Figure 1. Compliance monitoring using the treaty data authentication system (TDAS).



Using the DSP56001, the treaty compliance to a treaty or agree- 2. "Specifications for a Secure Hash
data authentication system is ment. Public-key data authentica- Standard," Federal Information
capable of signing approximately tion offers advantages over pri- Processing Standards Pubfication,
five short messages (less than vate-key systems, especially in U.S. Dept. of Commerce, National
1000 bytes) every second. Large multilateral agreements, by allow- Institute of Standards and
messages, such as a compressed ing multiple recipients to validate Technology, Gaithersburg, MD,
video message of 40,000 bytes, data integrity without the ability to August 22, 1992.
will take approximately 1 s. Given modify the data or impersonate 3. "Security RequirementsforCryptographicModules," Federal
the same computing platform, vali- the sender of the data. InformationProcessingStandards
dation takes twice as long as sign- Publication 140-1,U.S. Dept. of
ing for short messages, but can be Bibliography Commerce, National Instituteof
performed on a computer that is Standardsand Technology,
as powerful as desired. 1. "Specifications for a Digital Gaithersburg, MD.

Signature Standard," Federal
Conclusion Information Processing Standards

Publication, U.S. Dept. of

Data authentication is a critical Commerce, National Institute of
Standards and Technology,

component in acquiring trustwor- Gaithersburg, MD, August 19,
thy data for use in determining 1991.
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Consistent with the
Laboratory's commitment to diver-

R_6_rJJ:h sity awareness, in 1992 we con-_JJJ___r ducted a diversity-awareness

I_l_tJ_r_l_hip P_rJ_Jg_r_l_ training workshop, the goal ofwhich was to help the teachers
develop strategies to improve
their communication with students

from underrepresented groups
EileenVergino developing projects that will pro- and encourage their interest in

LawrenceLivermore vide the teachers with opportuni- science, math, and technology.
NationalLaboratory ties to refresh skills in their cur- In 1993, we also offered the

rent fields and experience the teachers a workshop in proposal
multidisciplinary aspect of scien- writing,which severalteachers

m'_he Summer Research tific research. This approach is requestedafter discovering manyInternship Program pro- consistent with the current untapped resourcesavailablefor
vides opportunities at Lawrence emphasis in Californiafor teaching education.They had littleknowl-
Livermore National Laboratory for science as a multidisciplinarysub- edge of how to go after those
local teachers to participate in ject. Whilewe stress improving sci- monies,searchfor funders and
ongoing research and develop ence and mathematicseducation collaborators,or write a proposal.
new curricula during their summer in the schools,we also promote The program providedthe perfect
break. During summer 1993, the use of technology in tradition- opportunityfor developingcontacts
38 teachers participated in the ally nontechnicalareas,such as and ideasfor proposals. Indeed,
program. Their projects included publishingand libraryscience.This now several teachers are develop-
developing a demonstration of emphasisallows us to highlight ing proposals, includingone which
Virtual Telepresence for the class- and promote the "high-tech" will focus on the use of technology
room, constructing a new laser researchfocus inherent in our to motivate "at-risk"students.
interpretive display, and adapting Laboratoryprograms. Each year the program's
our seismic verification field finale is a demonstration of the

trailer, "Mr. Ed," for students' use This year's program summer's work. (See Figures 1
at local schools when it's not on and 2.) We encouraged the
field deployment. Support for this Includedin their regularwork teachers to form several core
program comes, in part, from the week, the teachers met 2 hours groups to work together to pro-
Office of Research and each week for a seriesof technical duce projects and demonstra-
Development, DOE/IS. presentations,which also provided tions for this exciting event.

opportunitiesto exchange informa- Projects last year included using
Background tion and ideas.The focus of the Laboratory resources and per-

1993 presentationsincluded sonnel to program one high
The program began in 1991 issues in treaty verificationand school's new schedule and

with 20 teachers placed as interns nuclear nonproliferation.They develop a 13-minute video
in programs lab-wide. In 1992,the also participatedin several special describing the program and sev-
number increased to 33, and in activities, includinga seismic walk- eral videos highlighting some
1993,to 38. In 1991 the interns ing tour of the Bay Area anda technical presentations and field
were exclusively high school sci- biotechnologyworkshop offered trips. Several teachers in the
ence and math teachers. Since by the LLNL Science Education technology group, along with
then we have recruited teachers Center incollaborationwith San
from additional disciplines and Francisco State University.
grade levels and emphasize



their Laboratory mentors, devel- classroom use; developed plans Toward the future
oped hands-on portable science for how to develop a school com-
demonstration modules for their puter network; developed plans We encourage the teachers to
curricula. In addition, the teach- for a "Build a Better..." competi- participate in our program for up to
ers initiated a newsletter, The tion, which will include having the three years. We found that one
Connection, which continues to students form multidisciplinary year provides the teacher with only
be published bimonthly to docu- teams to design, build, test, a brief glimpse into Laboratory
ment the activities and communi- understand, and document a research efforts. Subsequent sum-
cate information to the program model which will demonstrate mers allow the teachers to partici-
participants and others in the some basic scientific principles; pate more fully in actual research
community. It focuses on the and developed a "Technology and develop hands-on curricula
activities of the teachers at all Resources Guide," containing based on their specific areas of
DOE facilities who are supported materials to document new tech- research. LLNL is happy to work
in the area of treaty verification nologies that the teachers can with other interested DOE facilities
and nonproliferation, use in their classrooms and pro- to establish such programs or to

This year's core groups evalu- vide information on how to obtain consult about the types of projects
ated commercial software for this technology, we have found to be successful.

In addition we would be delighted
to document the activities in
our newsletter.

:'.'.'.i,,::,:',,:-:'.;2',:':,,:", .....................................

B Figure 1. H_gh school teacher Jim Sagray and elementary school teacher ..........

David Iverson learned about LLNL's Nova target chamber while they developed
the interactive laser display. B Figure 2. A sample of The

Connection. which is produced by the
Summer Research Internship
Program.
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physics of the most peculiar
objects in our galaxy: black
holes and neutron stars.n__ i i __

•n'ecnnonogy _,,h moderntechnology,we
havebuilt x-ray monitorsthat are

Briefs _0o times as sensitiveas the mon-itoron Vein.These powerful instru-
ments,x-ray pinholecameras, rely
on imaging x-ray detectortechnol-

MOXE: U.S.-Russian observatory.The project's collabo- ogy that parallelstechnologies

collaboration in space raters, led by Los Alamos National used for space verification,but is

astronomy Laboratory, include the Goddard simplifiedfor export.Space Flight Center (Greenbelt, In 1989, the then-Soviet
MD) and the Russia Institutefor Academy of Sciences invited the

WilliamPriedhorsky Space Research U.S. to collaborate in the designLosAlamosNationalLaboratory
In 1969, the Atomic Energy of an instrument for the Russian

Comm!ssion launched a simple Spectrum-X-Gamma(SRG) x-ray
A long-standing Los Alamos x-ray Lnonitoron its Vela 5B veri- observatory. The result, called

interest in time-variable x-ray stars fication satellite that revealed MOXE (Monitoring X-Ray
has borne fruit in the form of a flaring and transient x-ray stars Experiment), is an all-sky monitor.
U.S.-Russian collaboration to and periodic variability on all When launched by a Russian pro-
developa powerful, x-ray pinhole time scales. Periodic variability ton booster in late 1995,SRG will
camera monitor for a space-based provides information about the carry instruments from Russia,

Finland, Denmark, Germany, Italy,
Canada, Switzerland, France,
Israel, Hungary, Poland,Spain,
the United Kingdom, and the U.S.

Serving as a transient alarm for
the entire observatory, MOXE
will develop an archival record of
hundreds of x-ray stars on time
scales of seconds to years. The
first x-ray, all-sky monitor to con-
tinuously observe most of the sky,
MOXE may discover fast transient
phenomena previously unde-
tected. Six large x-ray pinhole
cameras, one of which is shown
in Figure 1, will cover the entire
sky. The final flight instruments
are presently being fabricated.

MOXE is important not just
for the astrophysics it will do,
but for its pathfinding role as a
U.S.-Russian hardware collabo-
ration for space science.

i
[] Figure 1.Oneof sixlargex-raypinholecamerasthatcanobservetheentire I
sky. TheywillbelaunchedaboardtheSRGx-rayobservatoryin 1995.
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Hand-held scintillating end of the fiber, a neutron capture ALEXIS satellite
fiber-optic neutron event is identified, nearly operational
detector The sensor has two demon-

strated operational configurations: David J. Simons
M. Bliss and R.A. Warner the sealed sensor package and the Los Alamos National Laboratory

Pacific Northwest Laboratory sonsor package in an aluminum
carrying case with two 2.5-cm
sheets of polyethylene moderator, The 113-kg ALEXIS satellite

Pacific Northwest Laboratory has which add most of the 22.3 kg of that carries an ultra-soft, x-ray
constructed and demonstrated a this configuration's weight, telescope array (the ALEXIS
hand-held neutron detector suitable The sensor was tested with a experiment) and a high-speed,
for field use in nonproliferation appli- neutron source and a Co-60 VHF receiver/digitizer (the
cations such as searches for fission- gamma source. In these tests, Blackbeard experiment) is up and
able material. The detector package 80% of the neutron events were almost fully operational after a
weighs 3.2 kg, exclusive of process- detected while simultaneously 80% very traumatic beginning. The Air
ing electronics (see Figure 1), which of the gamma events were rejected. Force Space Test Program
can be easily miniaturized. Greater rejection could be obtained launched the satellite aboard a

The detector was made from a at the expense of some neutron Pegasus booster into a 844-by-
flexible mat of cerium-activated events by adjusting the signal 749-km orbit of 70 degrees incli-
lithium-aluminum-silicate glass amplitude required to record an nation on April 25, 1993.
fibers. A "neutron capture" in the event. The results are important The principal mission of the
fiber causes the cerium to scintil- because the dominant interference ALEXIS program, sponsored by
late, or emit a pulse of light. A frac- with the signal for detectors of this the DOE Office of Nonproliferation
tion of this light travels to the fiber type is not from neutrons but from and National Security, is to
ends where it is detected by photo- gamma rays. demonstrate advanced instru-
multipliers. When light pulses above Basic materials research contin- mentation for x-ray imaging and
a pre-selected amplitude are ues to improve the glass detector's broadband radio detection. This
observed in coincidence at each durability and reliability, capability may be used in future

space systems for detecting

PMTs nuclear weapon proliferation.
The launch nominally placed

Activedetectormaterial the ALEXIS satellite in very near
to the planned orbit, but attempts
were unsuccessful to contact the
satellite after the launch. One of

the satellite's solar panels
(including the magnetometer that
provides attitude reference data)

, was damaged during launch. The
problems were complicated by

6 in. the inadvertent identification of

(48cm) (15.2cm) the third stage as the satellite by

_..___ the Air Force and by subsequent
1 in.(254cm) attempts to make radio contact
polyethylene(optional) with the wrong object for the first

three days of passes over the
= Figure 1. The active parts of the hand-held scintillating fiber-optic neutron ground station. By this time, the
detector are its photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and thermal neutron-sensing glass satellite batteries had lost much
fibers on a base of polyethylene, of their power, and the satellite
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had gone into a preplanned safe- The ALEXIS team worked day or more for each automotive
keeping mode, which cycled on and night to develop new soft- front-wheel-drive axle tested) and
only intermittently while waiting ware to allow for semi-autonomous (2) the destructive nature of the
for further instructions, operation for power cycling and test itself.

The team at Los Alamos, orientation control. By the end of The UIT is a nondestructive
undertaking a rescue mission that July ALEXIS was undergoing verification technology that was
lasted into mid-July, attempted to routine system check-out and originally developed by the
salvage what was possible from sending and receiving on every Department of Energy's Office of
an (as yet) undetermined cata- pass. The first Blackbeard scien- Nonproliferation and National
strophe. Using radar systems and tific experiments were performed Security in support of the
optical systems around the coun- during August, and the first x-ray Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
try, they determined that the data was taken in September. (START). Because the UIT was
satellite had deployed its solar The satellite is now functioning in a designed to detect subsurface
paddles and thus had been opero nearly routine mannerand should microstructural features, UIT
ational after leaving the last produce significant technical measurements give feedback
stage. Considerable modeling results over the next year. of processes where material
based on performance design microstructure is important.
a,-d on information about space- A potential spin-off, therefore, is
craft orientation led the ALEXIS I in the machinery manufacturing
team to believe that there was an industry, where heat treatment
opportunity to contact the satellite is used to alter the material
and gain control once the orbit Tech transfer from microstructure when hardening a

had precessed sufficiently to tagging technology steel component.
increase the total solar illumina- Data acquired from a modified
tion during a complete orbit. The MorrisS. Good,HalvorA. Undem, UIT instrument tested on manu-
ground station was kept opera- BruceJ.Harrer,andJamesR. Skorpik factured components at the
tional during every potential con- PacificNorthwestLaboratory Saginaw Division of General
tact, and finally ALEXIS spoke on DennisD. Rogers Motors Corporation (GM) indicate
June 2. The spacecraft sent a 15- GeneralMotorsCorporation that a fast feedback process is
second transmission with suffi- MichaelWiezbowski now possible. This technology is
cient housekeeping information to Chrysler Corporation expected to save tens of millions
tell the team that many important of dollars per year for the auto-
systems were functional. Four motive industry, and also may
more weeks passed before Pacific Northwest Laboratory impact other elements of U.S.
ALEXIS transmitted again, this (PNL), like the other DOE machinery manufacturing, includ-
time sending a strong 4-minute national laboratories, seeks com- ing the defense industry.
signal telling everything the team mercial spin-offs to technologies A critical factor in developing a
needed to know. The problems, that were originally developed for commercial instrument is cost,
however, did not end there. The arms control applications. One which is being minimized by inte-
autonomous orientation program success at PNL is the use of the grating several strategies. One is
was not functioning because the ultrasonic intrinsic tagging (UIT) to enlist a number of industrial
magnetometer was dead, the bat- technology1,2 to address a partners to share costs; a second
teries were running down in a dilemma plaguing U.S. machinery is to use matching federal funds
hopeless chase to reorient the manufacturers, quality control of provided by DOE and other gov-
satellite, and the spacecraft could hardened steel components. The ernment agencies. Without these
no longer measure its own spin problem has been two-fold: (1) important funding resources, the
rate. On the next pass, the team the long delay between harden- technology transfer work could
turned off all noncritical systems ing a steel component and taking not occur.
to allow the batteries to charge, the measurement (i.e., 30 minutes



Avenues used by PNL in the for unique identificationof acom- scanning mechanism. The pur-
UIT technology transfer have posite or metal structure. A side pose of the installation was to
included a DOE staff exchange, benefit of this process is a nonde- permit GM to correlate the non-
DOE Cooperative Research and structive measurement of the destructive measurements of the
Development Agreements depth to which a steel component prototypes with the destructive
(CRADAs), and the Technology has harden,gd.These new mea- measurements required by cur-
Reinvestment Program (TRP). To surements are expected to spur rent statistical sampling practices.
enhance the technological base, design changes to reduce the Funding for a second CRADA
PNL also sought the use of tech- material mass in hardened auto- was budgeted in October 1993.
nology resources from Iowa State motive components by 10 percent. The work addresses the broad
University and the National needs of industry and includes
Institute for Standards and Interactions with U.S. UIT as well as several other tech-
Technology (NIST). Efforts were industry nologies to handle all the indus-
structured to bring together trial product configurations due to
(1) machinery manufacturers to When GM and Chrysler a variety of hardening processes,
define industrial needs and test Corporation toured the DOE labo- component geometries, and
prototype instruments, (2) tech- ratories in 1991, they sought tech- production needs. Companies
nology sources such as PNL to nology that would be advanta- involved include GM, Chrysler
develop prototype instruments, geous to their manufacturing Corporation, and TRW
and (3) a U.S. vendr.,,of inspec- plants. One need was near real- Automotive.
tion instrumentation to far,ilitate time feedback of their heat treat-
technology commercialization, ment processes for hardening Benefits

steel components. Using UIT
Background of the UlT technology to do this was The proposed technology will

explored in 1992during a three- be accurate, nondestructive,
In 1989, PNL began develop- week staff exchange at the objective, and immediate com-

ing an instrument for uniquely Saginaw Division of GM.3,4Three pared with destructive tests, in
identifying items using subsurface factors contributed to the suc- which statistical feedback is slow
intrinsic signatures. The intended cessful exchange: (1) PNL evalu- and measurement accuracy is
application was high-confidence ated several GM steering linkage typically inconsistent and subjec-
identification (tagging) of treaty- rods prior to the exchange, (2) the tive. Experts say improved
limited items for use in the pro- UIT technology was demon- process controls and consistency
posed START, although tagging strated on GM components with a will continue to be one of the four
provisions were later deleted from portable instrument during the most needed advancements over
the Treaty's requirements. The exchange, and (3) GM personnel the next five to ten years for the
initial program focused on com- met with a DOE Energy Research heat treating industry.5
posite rocket motors used in the Laboratory-Technology Transfer Useof UIT technology in indus-
configuration of mobile ballistic (ERL-TT) Program official to try will allow U.S. manufacturing
missiles; in 1991, the technology voice their interest in expanding industry greater productivity and
was extended to metallic objects, the evaluation with prototype sys- higher-quality machinery at a

The fundamental principle of tems along a GM production line. lower cost. In turn, U.S. industry
UIT involves scanning an ultra- will find expanded markets for
sonic beam over a small surface CRADAs" installing proto- increased exports of manufac-
area of an object and recording type systems and mea- tured machinery and components,
responses originating from a suring hardness depth help regain a national reputation
selected depth internal to the for quality, and retain and/or
material. Localizedvariations A DOE-GM CRADA began in create U.S. jobs.
within the scanned area provide August 1993 for installing at GM A direct benefit to the U.S. gov-
the basis for a randomsignature two prototype units, the UIT data ernment will be reduced vehicle

acquisition module coupled to a maintenance costs. Improved
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..........................................................................ORADA to PP Y .....................................................components may include sprocket a_ I_ WIM technology for its highway

gears, the gun follower of the M1 weighing technology j product line.

tank, helicopter transmissions, to highways of j The new technology is based
and gas turbine engine bearings. 6 t on an innovative use of fiber

The UIT technology will con- the future optics. Unlike vehicle-weighing
tribute to improved consistency of systems that use load cells or
component strength and the ability Susan Sperrow piezoelectric transducers, the new
to reduce component mass by 10 Oak Ridge National Laboratory system measures changes in the
percent. Although only hardened conductance of a flexible, silicone-
steel components are affected, A cooperative research and rubber, optical fiber as the fiber
implementation across the entire development agreement (CRADA) deforms. Accurate weights,
U.S. automotive fleet will result in to apply DOE-developed Weigh- number of axles, tire footprints,
large long-term energy savings, in-Motion (WlM) technology to and weight distribution of moving

advanced vehicle-weighing and vehicles can be measured.
axle-counting products recently The technology initially was
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SYNTH: a gamma-ray within seconds (Figure 1). For computeralgorithmto predict the

spectrum synthesizer example, userscan performprevi- spectrumthatwouldbe obtained
ouslytedioustaskssuchas evalu- froma singlegammarayina ger-

Wa/terK. Hens/ey and Harry S. Mi/ey atingdetectorsfora specificuse, maniumdetector.By1991,about
PacificNorthwestLaboratory developingdetectorprocurement $50 had beenspentto obtaina

A. D. McKinnon,M. E. Panisko, specifications,predictingthe sensi- databaseof radioisotopesinan
R.M. Savard tivity of a measurementtechnique independenteffort to develop a

Studentssponsoredby Pacific (such as finding radioactivewaste computerizedradioisotope identifi-
NorthwestLaboratory buried insoil with naturallyoccur- cation utility. In 1991,SYNTH was

ring radioisotopes),anddesigning born from the fusion of these and
Personalcomputerso.rare a calibration source, other algorithmsand funded as a

has been developedat Pacific This capability is useful in situa- DOE/OACAdvanced Concepts
NorthwestLaboratory to predict tions as widely varied as a labora- project.Today, after developing
the gamma-ray spectra acquired tory bristling with sciencegear or a the Windows interfaceand adding
withgermaniumand sodium-iodide field inspectionsite having only a several features, PNL staff are pur-
detectors.Dubbed SYNTH, the detector and a personalcomputer, suingthe commercializationof
softwarehas a graphical user It also gives an inexperienced SYNTHto allow it to become more
interfacethat allowsthe eitherthe technicianthe benefitof years of widely available.
technicalor the unsophisticated intuitiondeveloped by nuclear
user to quicklyset up a hypotheti- chemistryprofessionals. How SYNTHworks
cal nuclearchemistryexperiment In 1983, SYNT;-Ibeganas an
and thendeterminethe results academicexercisethatproduceda The userinput(eitherinteractive

or fromexistingfilesof default
parameters)consistsof simple
descriptionsof thesizeand physi-
calmake-up of a hypothetical
sourceof radiation,suchas a 55-

Synthetic Am-Cs-Co Standard gallondrumof sand.The useralso
10ooo selectstheradioactiveisotopesto

be placedin thedrum,eitherat the
10oo centeroruniformlymixed,and

indicatesthe distancebetweenthe
loo source and detector.The user

lO then describes the detector itself:
itsdimensions, resolution,and

1 otherparameters listed on the
manufacturer'sspec sheet. Finally,

o 1 t I I I the user enters the requisiteelec-1 2048

Energy (keV) tronic settingsthatwould be used
ina laboratoryexperiment,suchas
amplifiergainand experiment
duration.Mostparameterscanbe
placedina defaultparameterfile
toeliminaterepetitivekeyboarding.

The resultofa SYNTHcalcula-
tionisa spectrumthatincludes

I Figure1. SYNTHoutputof a syntheticspectrum.Heretheeffectof statistica/ correctphotopeakintensities,sin-
fluctuationspresentina//experimentsis inc/udedin thespectrum("Statistica/ gle and doubleescapepeaks,
Noise"is se/ectedwithan "X.'_),whilebackgroundnoiseandreferencehavenot Comptonedges,peak-to-Compton
beense/ected.Pu//-downmenusalsoallowvariationin thedisplaymode. ratios,and statisticalfluctuations.
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Since the code allows a real spec- grams in that they mathematically Surface-enhanced raman

trum (such as natural background) create and follow hundreds of scattering (SERS)from a user's detector to be added thousands of nuclear events to

to a synthetic spectrum, extraordi- gradually build a picture of the Joseph B. Dooley
narily accurate results can be gen- process being studied. Instead, Martin MariettaEnergy Systems, Inc.
erated. The code has been vail- SYNTH has hard-coded algo-
dated against actual spectra with rithms based on laboratory experi-
excellent results; in fact, a SYNTH ence with many detectors, so it Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
spectrum can fool an experienced achieves good accuracy (10% Inc. (MMES), has licensed a new
gamma-ray spectroscopist, uncertainty) from exceedingly Oak Ridge National Laboratory-

Although a number of Monte complex nuclear decays, with liter- developed continuous monitoring
Carlo programs can achieve very ally hundreds of peaks in a spec- technique to GAMMA-METRICS of
accurate predictions of the results trum, in as few as three minutes on San Diego, California, for measur-
of an experiment, they cannot be a fast personal computer, ing concentrations of chemical con-
operated by inexperienced users. SYNTH leads the user through taminants and other pollutants in
They also take large amounts of each step required to perform a water, soil, and wastes.
time on large computers and real measurement, so users also The new technology is a sur-
employ no convenient user inter- become acquainted with gamma- face-enhanced Raman scattering
face that assures reasonable start- ray spectroscopy. The first screen (SERS) technique, which uses
ing parameters. Thus, the over- (Figure 2) shows the logical lasers to excite organic molecules
head of effort and the learning sequence of steps that must be adsorbed on a silver-coated sur-
curve for beginners are frequently done before the spectrum can be face to provide continuous and
so large that many potential users generated, and indicates which almost instant measurements of
often do without. With SYNTH, steps have been completed. When contaminants present in water or
however, meaningful results are an icon is selected, the user is led some other medium. SERS is a
available in a few minutes. SYNTH through a series of choices in that powerful analytical technique that
is different from Monte Carlo pro- subject area. can be used for environmental

monitoring and pollutant control.
For many organic chemicals,
SERS is superior to other in-situ
analytical techniques.

The SERS technology is based
on the principle that certain mole-
cules, when placed on a silver-
coated metal surface and excited

'::--,II bylaserlight, will strongly scatter

the laser light at shifted frequen-
cies. The frequency and intensity

_ _ of the scattered laser light is char-
acteristic of the unique vibrational
modes of the adsorbed molecules.
Detection and measurement of the

Raman light allow the identification
and measurement of the concen-

• Figure 2. The computer screen in SYNTH is shown at the point after all mea- tration of the adsorbed molecule.
surement parameters have been selected. Each selection (now marked "done'_ DOE funded this particular
prompted an interactive process in which the user selected the parameters of a SERS technology (Figure 1) to
nuclear measurement. Here the user would be ready to select "Spectrum," which enhance methods for detecting
creates the estimated spectrum, very low concentrations of effluents
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from nuclear proliferation activities, capabilities to the molecular Detector system for
The technology also was tested for domain," said GAMMA-METRICS pulses of ionizing
use against precursors, effluents, president Ernesto Corte. The com-
and degradation products, pany plans to built a portable instru- radiation
Modifications to the technique per- ment that incorporates the technol-
mit separation of the acquisition ogy while making engineering and James L. Jones

Idaho National Engineeringand analysis activity and the ability other changes needed to acceler-
Laborato_.

to "archive" exposed collection sub- ate the development and marketing
strates for later re-analysis, of the analytical technique.

MMES granted GAMMA-MET- GAMMA-METRICS develops, The Idaho National
RICS the exclusive rights to com- manufactures, markets, and ser- Engineering Laboratory has
mercialize the laser-based SERS vices instrumentation for diverse developed and successfully
to perform real-time, in-situ chemi- industrial applications, such as tested two similar portable sys-
cal analysis. Initially, the company safety instrumentation for nuclear tems for detecting and character-
will use the technology to measure power plants; pollution control izing high-intensity pulsed pho-
concentrations of toxic chemicals analyzers for the coal industry; tons, such as x rays and gamma
for site assessments in DOE's analytical instruments and process rays. Although developed for on-
Environmental Restoration and control for mining, construction, site, charged-particle weapon-
Waste Management program, and environmental industries; and detection scenarios, the detectors

'qhe SERS technology extends equipment for the high-threat also have potential commercial
our analytical and spectroscopic security industries, use. Tests show that each of the

systems can accurately measure
the average photon energy and
intensity of short bursts of x rays
in real time.

One detection unit comprises
eight detectors made of bismuth
germanate scintillation crystals;
the other has ten detectors made

of cesium iodide crystals. The
total photon energy deposited in
a crystal determines the intensity
of the unsaturated pulse
response. Simultaneous detec-
tion of photon pulses in two or
more crystals in a detection unit
triggers data collection, a feature
that eliminates most random

background counts. Both units
automatically compensate for the
intensity of short bursts of pho-
tons so that unsaturated detec-
tion can occur.

Each detector in a unit is

unique, either in the size of the
!1 Figure 1. The newly licensed SERS is a powerful analytical technique that crystal or in the thickness of lead
can be used for environmental monitoring and pollutant control. It was developed shielding surrounding it. Because
by Tuan Vo-Dinh (left) of ORNL. With him (left to right) are contractors Jean- larger sizes of scintillator material
PierreAlarie and David Stokes and Gordon Miller of ORNL. and thicker lead shields absorb

qB
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higher percentages of the pho- reduced lead shielding require- operated, fits into a third suitcase
tons having lower energies, the ments of the smaller cesium and weighs about 35 pounds.
energy of the photons can be cal- iodide detectors. Both units can The systems have potential
culated by comparing the individ- operate with no external support commercial application for mea-
ual detector responses, for 18 hours or more on internal surements of radiation exposure

The detection units of both battery power and are self-acti- during pulsed accelerator opera-
systems each fit into a small vated when pulsed radiation is tions such as x-ray radiography,
suitcase and weigh 35 and 45 detected. The complete data medical radiation therapy, and
pounds (Figure 1). The difference reduction and analysis package high-energy physics research.
in weight is primarily due to the for either system, also battery

: : • Figure 1. The detector system for
pulses of ionizing radiation is carried
by one of its developers, Robert S.
Lawrence, of Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory. Inset shows
an opened portable detection unit
with the ten cesium iodide crystal
detectors (array of six at lower fight

_ and four lead-shielded units across
'_ upper right), the electronics system

,_ . __.i..,,dl_. (large aluminum case on the left side
with additional units connected by
cable to the detectors), and the
removable memory card assembly

.. (immediately to the left and above
." the case handle) with card in place.
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